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Empty Nest: A genuine story of great grief, nurturing and joy for moms with grown kids and for
grown children with mothers.
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A Touching Story I loved the visual used here to illustrate the changes that happen in our nests.
Perfect present for anyone entering this life changeover! Comforting phrases and thoughts
indeed for all those anticipating a clear nest. Was longing for a little more suggestion on how to
handle the new empty nest condition. My son on the other hand has a extremely adventurous
spirit and he appeared anxious to be on along with his life to university, traveling, working, and
marriage and family. I especially like the appealingly adorable illustrations. Love the illustrations!
... Cute. Not what I wanted. Such a sweet story That is such a sweet book to give to all your
girlfriends and their mothers.. Two birds leaving the nest by Janet I have two children and my
child seemed more reluctant to end up being on her behalf own and kept time for the nest from
time to time.. As this darling reserve therefore wonderfully expresses the hope that the nest has
prepared them for their life. Thanks a lot Vicki for posting your memories and assisting us to
revisit our empty nest recollections. Five Stars Beautifully written children's book - which makes
perfect sense as a grown-up. Creative and beautiful That is a heartfelt and beautifully written
book. The writer clearly has an knowledge of and empathy for those who feel a reduction during
the empty nest years. The photos are primary and the story is certainly creatively crafted. A
straightforward way to validate many of our own feelings as our nests empty. This book touched
my heart My home can be an empty nest. Our nine children have grown up and flown the
coop.Victoria Lynn's reserve Empty Nest helped to stay my heart with the beauty of it's words
and spirit.This book will become a classic. The nest and beyond.. They provide a smile to my lips
each time I re-examine the book. A great gift for individuals who will end up being facing the
chapter within their lives. Cute.. One Star Was SHORT! Tender thoughts have been carefully
woven into this delightful small book. Thank you for taking enough time and treatment to bring
this lovely little book to light. Perfect Present for Mother's Day! Sweet sums it up As someone
who is going through the emptying nest syndrome this reserve pulled on my heartstrings. Joyful
This will make an excellent Mother's Day gift! My girl is flying out this morning for college. Thank
you Victoria for your heartfelt message. It's good to listen to from other moms who've survived
the journey and lived to inform the tale! Not what I wanted. So creative and center warming. A
lovely journey through life!
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